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DRAFI‘ING EQUIPMENT HOLDER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A problem arises in the handling of templates and in 
maintaining them in a convenient and accessible posi 
tion without placing them on the surface of the drafting 
work so as to obscure or to impede the drawing. Draft 
ing equipment receptacles are known and one type of 
these is shown in US. Pat. No. 3,095,835 issued to S. M. 
Smith on July 2, 1963 for “DRAFTING EQUIP 
MENT RECEPTACLE”. The present invention re~ 
lates to an improvement of that receptacle which is 
attached in a stationary manner to the drafting board 
and further does not incorporate dividers and compart 
ments of the type used in the present invention that 
maintain the different size templates separated and 
available for convenient use. Other tray attachments of 
various types are known in the prior art for attachment 
to tables and one such arrangement is shown in US. 
Pat. No. 2,707,141 issued on Apr. 26, 1955 to L. L. 
Witter for “TRAY ATTACHMENT FOR FOLD 
ING GAME TABLE TOP”. This patent again does 
not show a holder adapted to hold different sized tem 
plates in different partitioned compartments for ready 
use and is not particularly adapted to a drafting table 
use. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention will be seen to include a novel 
and improved holder for templates that is slidably 
mounted on a drafting table eraser trough by a pair of 
overlapping S-shaped brackets that freely slide along 
the length of the eraser trough to the position desired by 
the draftsman. The holder itself includes tape holders on 
each side and different height partitions forming sepa 
rate readily accessible open compartments for storage 
of the templates. Layback of the templates in a stable 
position is assured by provision of a forward slanting 

, floor in the holder bottom. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
.The present invention will now be explained in con 

junction with the accompanying speci?cation and in the 
drawings in which like numerals are used to refer to like 
parts and in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the template holder in 

its mounted position; 
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view with parts broken 

away further showing the detail of the mounting means 
for the holder; and 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary view showing the slant ar 

rangement between the ?oorand the rearward vertical 
wall of the holder. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 shows the drawing table 10 having a for 
wardly positioned eraser or pencil trough 12 that is 
?rmly attached to the under surface of the drawing 
board 10. The template holder 14 is slidably mounted 
over the eraser trough 12 by a pair of upwardly and 
downwardly bent hook ends 16. The holder 14 includes 
at each side a laterally extending tape holder 18 for 
further conveniently arranging the tape rolls for the 
draftsman. A pair of weights 20 are ?xed to the rear 
wall 22 of the holder 14. The weights maintain the 
holder in a vertical position and keep it level with re 
spect to the board. A pair of dividers 24 and 26 are ?xed 
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and spaced one from the other between sides 28 and 30. 
They may be attached in their vertical position by glu 
ing or fasteners or other means. 

It will also be seen that the rear wall 22 of the holder 
14 has a shape complementary to the shape of the divid 
ers 24 and 26, each having central cutout portions 27 as 
shown which facilitate reaching and grasping the de 
sired tool for use. 
FIG. 2 shows the manner in which the eraser trough 

12 is attached at the forward end of the drafting board 
12 by a threaded fastener 13. Also the detail is shown of 
the hook mounting means 16 that are attached to hold 
the template holder over the eraser trough 12. Each 
hook 16 is of a generally S-shaped con?guration with 
upward and lower bends 16a and 16b respectively. The 
upper bend portion 16a is looped over the eraser trough 
12 while the lower looped portion 16b engages the rear 
wall 22 of the holder 14 through a slot 23 formed 
therein. 

It will thus be seen that when desired the entire 
mounting means and holder 14 can ‘be ‘lifted and set 

. aside either for shipment or for use when at another 
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location. 
FIG. 2 also shows an opening 30 formed through the 

upper loop 160 that can be used to receive a bolt or 
other fastener if it desirable to remove the holder 14 
from the front of the drawing board 10 and mounted in 
another position for example on the side of the drawing 
board 10. 
As shown in FIG. 3, the floor 29 of the holder is 

slanted forwardly and lies at an angle A of between 5 
and 15 degrees to the horizontal. This insures that the 
template when placed in one of the compartments will 
lean backwardly in a uniform fashion to make it avail 
able for inspection and use. Each cutout portion 27 
makes it easier for the draftsman to reach in and with his 
?ngers remove the desired tool. 

It will thus be seen that I have provided by my inven 
tion a novel and improved template holder for use in 
connection with drafting tables. It is versatile and ex 
tremely convenient in use and handling. 

I claim: 
1. A template holder for a plurality of templates for 

use in conjunction with a drafting table having a front 
wardly oriented eraser trough, comprising; 

a holder container including a back wall, a floor in 
clined to horizontal and slated frontwardly ‘to pro 
vide a lean-over of all the templates in a like inclin 
ing direction and a pair of side walls; 

a plurality of spaced dividers of increasing height 
front to back mounted intermediate said side walls 
substantially parallel to said back wall for provid 
ing separate open compartments for receiving and 
holding said inclined templates in place, each of 
said dividers having a liked shaped central cutout 
portion to facilitate the grasp of the articles carried 
therein; and ' 

a mounting means for slidably mounting said holder 
on the forward edge of said eraser trough, said 
mounting means comprising a pair of spaced s 
shaped hooks each being open at both ends, the 
upper end of which overlaps said trough and the 
lower end of which extends through a mating slot 
formed in the rear wall of said holder. 

2. The combination as set forth in claim 1 wherein a 
.pair of tape roll holders are mounted at opposite sides of 
said holder. 

* * * * * 


